Abstract: This paper deals with a broadband optical monitoring set up useful for the manufacturing of absorbing coatings. The monitoring strategy consists in simultaneous measurements of transmittance and reflectance over a large spectral range. The resulting analysis allows then to determine the real time deposited thickness. A stage of design correction is possible after the deposition and analysis of each layer. This method has potential for thin metallic layers coatings. We then describe layer after layer the strategy for the control and manufacturing of a filter with given colorimetric properties. 
Introduction
The development and improvements of array detectors in the last twenty years have opened up new horizons for optical monitoring. The precise control of deposited thickness of thin film stacks is now possible using a real time analysis of the transmitted flux over an extended spectral range for dielectric [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and metal/dielectic filters [8] .
Typically, an in situ set up with at least a white light source and a Charged Coupled Device (CCD) or Photo Diode Array (PDA) detector enables acquisitions of the light passing through the coated substrate. Several techniques enable an efficient monitoring of the coated thickness. One example consists in finding the real time thickness by comparing the measured transmittance and the calculated spectral response as a function of layer thickness. This procedure can be repeated layer after layer. One main advantage of Broadband Optical Monitoring (BOM) is to be adapted to a large variety of designs, and specifically to non quarter wavelengths. The aim of this article is to demonstrate the efficiency of such a monitoring system on stacks including both metallic and dielectric materials. A simultaneous measurement of both transmittance and reflectance is very useful for monitoring such coating. To illustrate, we present the manufacturing of a filter with given color properties on both sides of the substrate.
Experimental set up
The dedicated vacuum coater uses the Reactive Low Voltage Ion Plating technology. This ebeam deposition process is assisted with Ar ions plasma. The following describes the start of the deposition of a layer: The first stage includes a pre-heating of the crucible with an electron gun for about 2 to 4 minutes under closed shutter. Last minute O 2 flow is on in the case of an oxide material. Then the Ar plasma is started, immediately followed by the opening of the crucible shutter. And finally, deposition starts.
The monitoring of thin metallic layers presents difficulties, especially if a dielectric oxide layer follows. Indeed, oxide layers require oxygen inside the chamber, and a partial oxidisation of the metal is possible. We will see in section 4 the corresponding modifications on the spectral response. An in situ BOM system measuring both transmittance and reflectance is an excellent tool to observe in situ the modifications of the optical properties of a thin metallic layer. In our monitoring set up described in Fig. 1 , we use a tungsten halogen source ended by a 200 µm diameter fibre. The source is imaged on the substrate with a spot diameter about 8mm and a negligible divergence. The substrate is then imaged on two fibres of 500 µm diameter, corresponding to the transmittance and reflectance channels.
The two PDA detectors enable the recording of the spectra from 400 to 1000 nm with a signal to noise ratio of 3000 (respectively 1000) in transmittance (reflectance). A precise description of the set up performances is given in [9] . Note that the substrate, located at the periphery of the substrate holder, is at about 6 cm away from the center of the single rotary drive system. As a consequence, all the signal acquisitions need to be sequential, with an integration time of about 40 ms (signal time window) and a periodicity of 1.8s (rotary drive speed). By comparing measured and calculated spectra, the deposited thickness is sequentially evaluated. When the thickness estimation matches the theoretical design, the coating is stopped. At the end of the deposition of a layer, if the deposited thickness is not exactly the one expected, a procedure consisting in correcting the design of following layers can be applied. 
Design of an absorbing filter with given properties
In order to illustrate the potentialities of our monitoring system, we decided to design and manufacture a filter with given colorimetric properties, following the manufacturing problem of OIC 2007 conference [10] [11] . The precise characteristics (intensity and colorimetry) are given in table 1. Table 1 . characteristics of a colorimetric filter -from [9] The merit function for the manufacturing contest was given by (1). We chose to look at a single side coated design, named filter side. The residual absorption of 40% and the difference of color between the two reflected sides impose to look for designs including at least one absorbing layer. We selected hafnium oxide (HfO 2 , named H material) and silica oxide (SiO 2 , named L material) as dielectric materials and hafnium (Hf, M material) as absorbing material. The accuracy of the estimated refractive index of oxide dielectric materials is better than for metallic materials. A mere Cauchy law (2) describes the estimation of oxide indices on the visible range fairly well. For these materials, ( ) λ k is very close to 0 (k < 10 -4 in the visible range) and is therefore taken to be null. The index of a semi transparent metallic film is estimated either on ellipsometric methods [12] , or spectro-photometry [13] . The latter consists in fitting a theoretical model on reflectance and transmittance curves of a bi-layer (Hf -HfO 2 ). As the refractive index of HfO 2 is supposed to be known, one has to look for thicknesses of the two layers and optical constant of Hf using the spectral curves. Following this approach, we have decided to use a Cauchy model for n and for k. A reverse engineering procedure gives the following values for Hf: This characterization does not take into account possible inhomogeneities of the metallic layer. The optical constants are supposed to be homogenous for both metallic and dielectric layer. Consequently, if the metallic layer is partially oxidised, the contribution of the refractive index gradient is included into the homogeneous model.
One possible issue, considering thin metallic layers, is that the optical constants n and k are dependant on the deposited thickness. Our experimental knowledge on thin Hf layers is related to the deposition of light absorbers for spatial applications. In this case, we have considered thickness varying from 7 to 20 nm. The determination of refractive indices in this range of thicknesses does not lead to significant changes. However, the difference with an opaque (thickness more than 100nm) layer is significant, where for an opaque Hf layer n and k are noticeably higher.
Under these indices conditions, we sought a design including H,M,L layers and corresponding to the lowest MF. We used a global optimization algorithm derived from [14] . Briefly, it is a clustering method that evaluates random initial designs, and then seeks several local minima with a Quasi Newton algorithm. The best result is called global minimum. For the initial design, the requirement is to provide the number of layers and the appropriate chain of materials. We choose a sequence of 8 layers substrate-H-L-H-L-H-L-M-H-air. For the following, this design presents two advantages: a single metallic layer and a positioning of this layer near the air. As the accuracy of refractive index determination is better for dielectric materials, it is preferable to insert only one Hf layer. Note also that after a metallic layer, the monitoring of the following layers is rendered more difficult and less precise. With such a design, only a single layer will be coated after the metallic one. The optimization program finally provides the theoretical design given in table 2. The merit function is about 6.61, and the colorimetric coordinates are given in table 3. 
Manufacturing of the filter
Our monitoring strategy consists in evaluating the real time deposited thickness from reflectance and transmittance data. The simultaneous measurement of transmittance and reflectance is not mandatory as it is the case for optical characterization of metallic film, but it provides additional information on the absorption level of the filter, and facilitates the monitoring of the last layer. The design can be corrected taking into account new values of thicknesses already deposited, allowing a compensation of thickness errors. The deposition of the 8-layers stack is performed as followed: for the first 6 dielectric layers, residual errors on thickness are negligible (below 0.5 nm in absolute value). Results for the first 6-layers are presented in Fig.  3 . Note that we have represented transmittance and reflectance for a semi infinite substrate. The influence of backside is then subtracted. The monitoring of the 7 th layer is the most problematic. First of all, the deposition is very fast (about 30 seconds), and second of all, the metallic layer is altered by 2 factors: the introduction of oxygen inside the vacuum chamber before the deposition of layer 8 and the triggering of the Ar plasma as soon as the deposition of layer 8 begins.
Our strategy consists in performing the evaluation thickness of layer 7 once the layer 8 deposition starts. We thus take into account the two factors cited above and influencing drastically the metal thickness evaluation. Figure 4 shows the spectral responses at the end of the deposition of layer 7, after the introduction of oxygen, and at the triggering of the Ar plasma. One can also see the fit between theoretical and experimental spectra when a thickness of 11.3nm of a homogenous metallic layer is considered. 11.3nm is our thickness estimation and is not very different from the target thickness (11.7nm). It is judicious to optimize the layer 8 by the merit function MF (Eq. (1)). As our set up measures the reflectance only on the filter side, we use a truncated merit function with the two measured spectra (see Eq. (3)). The deposition process is stopped when the experimental TMF is at its minimum value. The final spectra are given in Fig. 5 . The good agreement between theoretical and experimental curves indicates that the modelling of the metallic layer as an homogeneous layer is a good approximation for such filter. We evaluate the total merit function defined by (1), including backside reflectance to a value of MF = 7.03. From spectral measurements we deduce the colorimetric parameters given by table 5. Figure 7 is a picture of the final component illuminated by the sun. 
Conclusion
Thin film filters including thin metallic layers are extremely difficult to monitor. Complex phenomena occur probably due to a partial oxidisation of the metal when an oxide is deposited after. The real metallic deposited thickness is then difficult to estimate. The simultaneous measurement of reflectance and transmittance over a large spectral range is an efficient tool to analyse the metal optical properties variations. Our approach consisted in modelling the metallic layer as an homogeneous layer of optical constants determined on a bi layer stack. Its thickness was then determined after the following layer deposition started. By combining analysis and design, it is also possible to modify the thicknesses of next layers in order to improve the merit function. We have successfully applied this strategy for manufacturing a colorimetric filter with given properties. In the future, we plan to improve our results by proceeding in a real time optimization of the optical constant (refractive index). The benefit should be substantial in the case of semitransparent metallic layers whose oxidisation phenomenon probably depends on several factors such as temperature and O 2 pressure. 
